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Abstract 
Lutz Priese raised the following conjecture: Almost all words of length n over a finite al- 
phabet A with m letters contain as subwords all words of length [log log n] over A as n -+ co. 
In this note we prove that this property holds for subwords of length k(n) over A provided 
lim,, m k(n)/logn = 0. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Notation and preliminary results 
Let A be a finite alphabet of cardinality IAl =m. A word b CA* is said to be a 
subword of a E A” if there exist p, q E A* such that a = pbq. If CI = c11 . . . c11 E A* is 
a fixed word of length 1~11 =k> 1 having all letters equal to MI, let L(n) denote the 
number of words a E A* such that [al = n and a does not contain the subword CY. 
Lemma 1.1. We have 
L(n+ l)=mL(n)-(m- l)L(n-k) (1) 
for every n > k + 1 and L(p) = mp for 0~ p<k - 1 and L(k) = mk - 1. Moreover, 
the number of words a E A* such that la] = n and a does not contain a jixed subword 
B = PI . . fik # ot of length k over A is less than or equal to L(n). 
Proof. It is clear that L(p) = mp for every 1 d p <k - 1, L(k) = mk - 1 and L(0) = 1 
since L(k + 1) = mkf’ - 2m + I= mL(k) - (m - l)L(O) by (1). In order to prove (1) 
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let us denote by W(n, k) the number of words w of length n over A not containing 
CI such that w = pal . . . a,, where p is a word of length n - k + 1 over A. It follows 
that L(n + 1) = m@(n) - W(n, k)) + (m - l)W(n, k) = mL(n) - W(n, k) since the set 
of words of length n -t 1 over A not containing a can be generated in the following 
way: for every word a of length n over A not containing cx we add a suffix consisting 
of any of m letters of A if a # pcll . . XI (IpI = n - k + 1) or a suffix consisting of 
any letter of A which is different from ~1 otherwise. Now, W(n, k) = (m - l)L(n - k) 
since for every word w = pcll . x1 not containing CI and 1 pj = n - k + 1, the prefix 
p can be obtained from a word u such that \uI = n - k and u does not contain a by 
adding (in m - 1 ways) a suffix consisting of one letter different from ai and (1) 
follows. 
By denoting by IP(n,cc) and Y(n, ,b) the sets of words of length n over A con- 
taining a subword equal to a and to b, respectively, we will show that there exists 
an injective function p : Z(n, a) 4 _9(n, b’). Indeed, let a E P(n, a) and denote by 
p, q and r (/ql>/k) three subwords of a such that a=pqr;q=al . ..a~. p,rEA*; p 
does not contain a subword equal to a; the last letter of p and the first letter of Y 
are different from al. For every such word a E LC’(n,a) we define 6(a) = (p\ and let 
Jt’(n, CX, j) c Y(n, a) n T’(n, j?) defined by 
~(n,a,~)={aELZ?(n,cx):a=u~u and ~~~>/~(a)+l}, 
i.e., the subset of words in U(n,a) containing p as a subword such that the rank of 
the first letter of p is greater than the rank of the first letter of LX We define cp as 
follows: 
cp(a) = a if a E JY(n, a, 8); 
cp(a) = psr, where s = fiai . . ~(1 is obtained by replacing in q the first k 
occurrences of CII by the word /I if a $ &(n, ~1, ,!3). 
From this definition it follows that q(a) E _!Z(n, p)\._&‘(n, LX, /I) whenever a E Z(n, CX)\ 
&(n, CC, p) and cp is an injective function, which implies \LP(n, cc)1 G / Z(n, /I)I. It fol- 
lows that mn - I_Y(n,fl)j < m” - \.T(n, a)1 and the second assertion is verified. 0 
Lemma 1.2. For every m, k 3 2 the characteristic equation of the recurrence (1) 
Xk+’ _ mxk+m-l=O (2) 
has the following properties: 
(i) for k even, it has roots x1,x2,. . .,Xk+l such thatxl=l,xz>O, -l<xg<-_ and 
x4,. . . ,X,k.l are complex numbers; 
(ii) for k odd, it has XI = 1, x2 >O and xj,...,xk+l are complex numbers; 
(iii) all roots are simple; 
(iv) m - llmk-’ <x2 Cm - l/mk; 
(v) if z is a complex root of (2) then JzJ 6 1. 
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Proof. If P(n) =xk+’ - V& + m - 1 then P( 1) = 0 and P’(x) has a multiple root equal 
to zero and a simple root equal to mk/(k + 1); now, (i)-(iii) follow from the properties 
of the Rolle sequence associated to P(x) and we obtain also mk/(k + 1) <x2 cm. We 
need a more accurate estimation for x2, given by (iv). 
We get P(m - l/mk-' )<O since this is equivalent to 
mk”-‘(m - l)<(mk - l)k. (3) 
By considering the function 
.f (x> = 
(rrf - ljY 
mx? _ ,$-I 
we deduce that f’(x) < 0 for every m > 2 and x > 1 and lim,,, f(x) = m/( m - 1) > 1, 
which proves (3). On the other hand, P(m - l/&j>0 because this is equivalent to 
&+Qz - I)>(&+ - 1 )k. But this inequality holds since mk2+k P- (&+I - 1 )k. 
In order to prove (v) let z be a complex root of (2), z=p(cos0 + isinB)(p = 121). 
From (2) it follows that pkJz--ml=m-1. But Iz-ml=,,/p2 -2mpc0st3+m2~~p--m~ 
and equality holds if and only if cos 0 = 1, or z E R, which contradicts our hypothesis. 
It follows that 
m - 1 >&I - ml. (4) 
By dividing P(x) by x - 1 we get xk - (m - 1 )(xk- ’ + xkP2 + . - 1 + 1 ), hence z is a 
root of the equation 
Xk-((m- l)(Xk-‘+Xk-2+ . ..+l)=O. (5) 
Suppose that p > 1. From (5) we deduce that 
pk - 1 
pk+i?- l)(pk-‘+ ‘.. +1)=(m-1)- 
p-l’ 
which is equivalent to 
pk(m - p)Bm - 1. (6) 
From (6) we obtain p <m and (4) becomes m - 1 > pk(m - p), which contradicts (6). 
It follows that p < 1. Cl 
Lemma 1.3. The solution of the recurrence (1) is L(n) = cf_:’ C&‘, where 
Xi(Xi - 1) 
“=(m- l)((k+ l)Xi-km) 
jbr every i=Z,...,k+ 1. 
Proof. The solution of the recurrence ( 1) is of the form L(n) = cfz; C&, where 
x1,. . . ,q+l are the solutions of (2) denoted as in Lemma 1.2. From the initial conditions 
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given in Lemma 1.1 we get the following system of linear equations in Cl,. . . , Ck+l : 
Cl +C2+...+Ck+,=l 
ClXl + C2X2 + . . + Ck+lxk+l = m 
c,x;-’ + w- + . . k+, k+, c Xk-, =,k-, 
c,xf + ‘24 + ’ + Ck+,$+, = mk - 1. 
The determinant of the coefficient matrix is a Vandermonde determinant which will be 
denoted by V(xl,...,xk+l)= fl,,i,j,k+l(xj -xi). Let US denote 
Sjf’(x, ,...,Xk+l)= c Xj, . . . Xjp, 
{.i~,..., j,>} C M  
I<j~<j~<...<j,,<k+l 
where MC{l,. . . , k + l} for 1 < p6 IMI and S$))(xi,. . . ,Xk+l) = 1 and consider the 
following matrix: 
xl X2 ..’ Xk+l 
In order to compute some pseudo-Vandermonde determinants we recall the following 
result (see e.g. [4], problem 246): The determinant of the matrix deduced from this 
matrix by deleting the jth row and the ith column equals 
SW+1 -i) 
~l,,~~,~_~,;+l,,,,,k+~)~~l~~~~~~k+l~~~~~~~~~~~i-l~~i+l~~~~~~k+l~~ 
Then by Cramer’s rule we deduce that for M={l,...,i - 1,i + l,...,k + l} and 
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= ( i E(Xi-Xj) -’(p(m) 1 ~- j=l m - xi ) iii 
=$&z&l) 
Xi - 1 
=(m-xi)x”-‘((k+l)~i-km) 
Since P(xi) = 0 we deduce that (m-xi)x:-’ = (m- 1 )/xi and the formula for Ci follows. 
Notice that xl = 1 implies Ci = 0. 0 
2. Main result 
Now, we are ready to prove Priese’s conjecture [3]. Let W(n,k,A) denote the set 
of words w of length n over A having the property that each word of length k over A 
is a subword of w. 
Theorem 2.1. Zf lim,,, k(n)/logn = 0, then almost all words of length n over A con- 
tain as subwords all words of length k(n) over A as n ---) co, i.e., lim,,, 
IW”(n,k,A)J/m” = 1. 
Proof. Let L, 12...ld be the set of words of length n over A not containing the word 
c?i ~2 . . ak as a subword. It is clear that 
(7) 
By (7) it is sufficient to prove that lim,,, L(n)/mndk = 0, provided lim,,, k(n)/ 
log n=O. By Lemma 1.2, if n33 and i33 we have (xiI<l. If we put xi=x + iy, 
then 
~(k+l)xi-km~2=(k+1)2x2-2km(k+l)x+k2m2+(k+1)2y2 
and considering this as a polynomial of second degree in x we get (since x2 + y” < 1) 
~(k+l)xi-km~2>(k+1)2-2km(k+1)+k2m2=(km-(k+l))2>1 
for all k>2, m>2. Since ]~i(x~-l)~<Ixi-l~-_2 < we have (Ci( <2/(m - 1)<2 for every 
i>3. Since x2>m-l/mk-’ we deduce that (k+l)x-km>m-(k + l)/mk-’ am/4 for 
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every k, m > 2. It follows that CZ < [4( xi - ~)]/[m(m - 1)] <4 because x2 cm. Hence, 
(Ci]<4 for any 26idk+ 1 and m>2. By Lemma 1.3 we get 
IW)l < g@ 
mn-k mn-k ’ 
and 
lim k& s 
( > 
n 
= elim,,_,(((x*/m)-l)n+k Inm+lnk), 
n--too m 
since (iv) of Lemma 1.2 holds. By denoting f(n) = ((x2/m) - 1)n + k In m + Ink, by 
(iv) we deduce 
f(n)< - ---&+klnm+lnk~ - 2 +2klnm. mk+l 
But log n/mkfl = log n( I - (k + 1) log m/ log n) + cc as n -+ cc because k/log n --+ 0; 
also logkmkf’/n = log k + (k + 1) logm - logn -+ -cc as II + CO. Consequently, 
lim,,, f(n) = -cc, which implies lim,,, L(n)/mn-k = epco = 0. 0 
Notice that for fixed k the property expressed in Theorem 2.1 is well-known and it 
follows, e.g. from the property that almost all random strings (in both Kolmogorov- 
Chaitin and Chaitin senses) satisfy various conditions of normality (first introduced by 
Borel) (see [l, 21). 
Note added in proof. It is easy to see that if lim ~up,+,~ k(n)/logn < l/logm then 
the property expressed by Theorem 2.1 is true, but if lim SUP~_,~ k(n)/logn > l/logm 
then this property is false. 
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